[_aΨq, -cd, -cdq J (provided α, Z>, c, or d is of the form q~N 9 N a, nonnegative integer).
In an earlier paper [11] we have an alternative proof of (1.1). We begin this note by showing in § 3 that all the transformations proved by Singh [13] , for obtaining the g-analogues of identities of the Cayley-Orr type, can be deduced from (1.1). We also show that (1.1) may be used effectively to prove the following transformation:
( 
I J
Ίβr due to Andrews [2] which is his key result for obtaining the identities of the Rogers-Ramanujan type of modulus 11. In fact, we shall prove the transformation: i, c, e, -e, -q~n, q~n 
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-q~2 a a which is a generalization of (1.2) and to which it reduces for β = iq~n, c->0. (1. 3) can be used with advantage for obtaining the identities of Rogers-Ramanujan type related to the modulus 13, not given, thus for. In the sequel, we also present a generalization of (1.1) along the lines of a similar result of Burchnall and Chaundy [9] . In § 4, we prove the ^-analogue of the summation theorem for the nearly-poised 4 (2a -2c) N (-e) N (1.4) in the form (1.5) 2a, l + a,e, -N: a, 1 + 2a -e, 1 + 2e -N (1 + 2a -c) This result also gives the g-analogue of the summation theorem for nearly-posed 3 F 2 , viz.
on replacing 'a' by '-a } and then proceeding to the limits in the usual way.
In this connection it may be of interest to note that Andrews had obtained a ^-analogue of (1.6) in the form
However, in view of the identity (the last two series may be summed by g-analogue of Saalschϋtz summation theorem), it is not difficult to show the equivalence of the summation theorems (1.5) and (1.7). However, we prefer to stick to the form (1.5) as it has the added advantage that it gives the g-analogue of (1.4) as well as of (1.6) in an straight forward form.
The summation (1.5) has been further employed for obtaining two transformations connecting a terminating nearly-poised Saalschϋtzian 6 φ 5 into a terminating well-poised 12 φ n . It may be remarked that Bailey in his book [7] has mentioned four known transformations of nearly-poised hypergeometric series [7; 4.5 (3-6) ]. The g-analogues of two of these [7; 4.5(3) and 4.5(6)] only were obtained by Bailey [8] . The above two transformations deduced by us are g-analogues of the remaining two transformations 4.5(4) and 4.5(5) given in Bailey's Tract [7] . We conclude the paper by obtaining the summation formula 
Again, using the transformation (3.2) on the right hand side of (3.3) (with q -* q\ a -> α 
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Once again using the transformation (3.2) on the right hand side of (3.4) (with q -> q\ a -> Vk% b -* a?k% c -> (abkYq-*-™, e -> (abkqf, g -• δ"γ-2 *, Λ -> α^β*"**), we get .5) is one of the results proved by Singh [13] . All the other results due to Singh [13] may be deduced by applying the transformation (3.2) to (3.1) and (3.3) (see [1] for details).
Next, for proving ( 
Reversing the order of the series 4^3 in the right hand side of the above expression, we get (1.3).
Furthermore, using (1.3) we prove the following three transformations. These transformations on specialization yield identities of Rogers-Ramanujan type related to the moduli 11 and 13: On the other hand, (3.7) for c -> oo, a -q and p = 0, reduces to (3.17)
[q\ Q% y y fa, q]in+2r+ l,12 (mod 13) Next, on setting α = 1, (3.8) yields Similarly the five identities of Rogers-Ramanujan type related to the modulus 11 due to Andrews [2] may be obtain from (3.7) and (3.9).
In view of the above applications of (1.1), it may be of interest to record a generalization of (1.1). In fact we prove that if α, 6, e, f is of the form q" N , then Writing the series definition for inner 3 φ 2 and then interchanging the order of summations of the two series, we get the right hand side of (3.21).
If a or 6 is of the form q~N, e = x, f = o, then (3.21) yields In which replacing α, 6, c, by q~N, q\ q c respectively and letting g->l, we only get a terminating version of the following formula of Burchnell and Chaundy [9; 5.7] On the other hand to obtain the non-terminating version of (3.26), we start (3.21) by replacing e by -e,f=q~N and then "α, b, e, -N; c,he-N) , λ(e-N+l)
In (3.27) on replacing e by i\Γ(l -I/a?) and letting i\Γ-> oo, we get the non-terminating version of (3.26). 4* We begin this section by proving a ^-analogue of the transformation due to Bailey [5; 2.5] in the form:
Proof of (4.1) . Using the g-analogue of a nearly-poised summation theorem due to Bailey [8; (3) Further replacing "i/"α" by "-l/~α" in (4.6), we get the qanalogue of another result of Bailey [7; 4.5(5) ].
Proof of (4.6) . Using the ^-analogue of DougalΓs theorem [14; 3.3.1.1] 
